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6 made their work available online.
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8 Hannes Hartenstein, Member IEEE, and Javier Gozalvez

9 ABSTRACT | Cooperative vehicular systems have been identi-

10 fied as a promising solution to overcome the current and future

11 needs for increasing traffic safety and efficiency, while

12 providing infotainment and added-value services on the

13 move. To achieve their objectives, cooperative vehicular

14 systems will be based on wireless communications between

15 vehicles and with other infrastructure nodes, and will have to

16 deal with highly dynamic nodes, challenging propagation

17 conditions, and stringent application requirements. By looking

18 at cooperative applications and their data traffic, as well as the

19 current and foreseen spectrum allocations for cooperative

20 vehicular systems, there is a risk that the corresponding radio

21 channels could easily be saturated if no control algorithms are

22 used. The saturation of the radio channels would result in

23 unstable vehicular communications, and thus in an inefficient

24 operation of cooperative systems. As a prime example of

25 upcoming ubiquitous networks contributing to the vision of Ba

26 thousand radios per person,[ cooperative vehicular systems

27need to be designed to scale to high densities of radios without

28centralized coordination, while at the same time guaranteeing

29the requirements of the implemented applications and ser-

30vices, for example the stringent needs of active traffic safety

31applications. In this paper, we survey and classify various

32decentralized methods to control the load on the radio

33channels and to ensure each vehicle’s capacity to detect and

34communicate with the relevant neighboring vehicles, with a

35particular focus on approaches based on transmit power and

36rate control. Finally, we discuss the open research challenges

37that are imposed by different application requirements and

38potential existing contradictions.

39KEYWORDS | Awareness control; congestion control; coopera-

40tive vehicular systems; power control

41I . INTRODUCTION

42Foreseen cooperative systems for intelligent transportation

43systems (ITS) address the current and future needs of

44increasing traffic safety, efficiency and comfort. Despite

45the predicted growth rates in the number of motorized
46vehicles and the volume of transported goods, transporta-

47tion should become safer, cleaner, more efficient and more

48comfortable. To help to reach these goals, cooperative

49vehicular systems will enable the direct exchange of

50information between vehicles, and between vehicles and

51road side units (RSUs), using the IEEE 802.11p [1]

52technology on the 5.9 GHz band. This technology is based

53on the carrier sense multiple access with collision
54avoidance (CSMA/CA) access protocol, and is being

55adapted to the European context in the ETSI ITS-G5

56standard [2]. The operation of cooperative vehicular
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57 systems is currently based on the exchange of two primary
58 types of messages. On the one hand, cooperative awareness

59 messages (CAMs), also known as beacons, are broadcasted

60 by all nodes on the so-called control channel, to provide

61 and receive status information about the presence,

62 geographical position and movement of neighboring

63 nodes, and service announcements to/from those nodes.

64 On the other hand, event-driven emergency messages are

65 transmitted when an abnormal or dangerous situation is
66 detected, in order to inform surrounding nodes about it.

67 As the technology becomes more widely adopted, and

68 cooperative applications and services are deployed, the

69 shared radio channels could easily be saturated. It is well

70 known from wireless local area networks based on

71 CSMA/CA, that communication performance might not

72 degrade gracefully if the network is saturated, but will in

73 fact drop significantly once the maximum capacity is
74 exceeded. Since the exchange of periodic CAMs alone

75 could already saturate the channel, methods are required to

76 control and limit the load on the radio channel. Congestion

77 control has been black studied in depth in various areas of

78 computer networking. The term congestion control

79 typically goes together with the transport control protocol

80 (TCP) of the Internet protocol suite. Here, cooperative

81 control is used to ensure that each TCP connection gets a
82 fair share of the available network resources. The

83 mechanisms for congestion control in vehicular networks

84 typically show analogous concepts, like decentralized

85 control and fairness, but differ significantly due to the

86 specific constraints of wireless communications in highly

87 mobile and potentially harsh radio conditions.

88 In addition to guaranteeing a channel load level that

89 ensures stable system operation, cooperative vehicular
90 systems will be required to ensure connectivity among the

91 vehicular nodes imposed by the implemented applications.

92 To ensure network-wide connectivity through the dynamic

93 adaptation of each node’s transmission parameters, topol-

94 ogy control protocols have been proposed for wireless

95 ad-hoc and sensor networks [3]. However, the presence of

96 highly dynamic vehicular mobility, along with the harsh

97 radio propagation conditions strongly challenge the
98 establishment of stable vehicular connections, and thus

99 reduce the feasibility of traditional topology control

100 protocols. In addition, cooperative vehicular systems do

101 not require network-wide connectivity and the establish-

102 ment of links in the traditional sense, but rather accurate

103 and updated data on each vehicle’s local environment (e.g.,

104 position, speed and direction of movement of neighboring

105 vehicles) to support upper-layer protocols and cooperative
106 applications. In this context, this paper defines awareness

107 control protocols as those techniques aimed at ensuring

108 each vehicle’s capacity to detect, and possibly communi-

109 cate with the relevant vehicles and infrastructure nodes

110 present in their local neighborhood, through the dynamic

111 adaptation of their transmission parameters. Awareness

112 control protocols can, for example, adapt each vehicle’s

113transmission power to successfully transmit a message at a

114given distance, or dynamically modify each vehicle’s

115packet generation rate to increase the probability of

116receiving at least one packet at a certain distance during a

117given time window. Given their similarities, awareness

118control can be seen as a geolocalized adaptation of

119topology control.
120Based on the previous definitions and their fundamen-

121tally different objectives, congestion and awareness con-

122trol can be easily differentiated. For instance, congestion

123control aims to limit the observed load on the wireless

124channel for all nodes in order to provide fair and harmo-

125nized access to the wireless medium. As such, congestion

126control algorithms reduce the transmission power or rate

127of all nodes in order to avoid scenarios in which neighbor-
128ing nodes, which are part of the same traffic situation, use

129(on average) significantly different power levels or

130beaconing rates. Considering the example illustrated in

131Fig. 1, the high density of vehicles in the traffic-congested

132area would require the use of congestion control protocols

133to control and limit the channel load. Unlike congestion

134control protocols, awareness control algorithms adjust the

135power or rate of only a selected subset of nodes, with the
136objective of fulfilling the requirements of a particular

137application. In the scenario illustrated in Fig. 1, the re-

138quirements of the applications run by the vehicles in the

139traffic jam are notably different from those of the appli-

140cations run by the vehicles under free-flow conditions

141moving in the opposite direction, with different speeds and

142distances between neighbouring vehicles. For example,

143while vehicles under free-flow conditions would require
144their communication settings to allow for a safe lane-

145change maneuver, such a maneuver could be completely

146unexpected, or be less dangerous, for vehicles in the traffic

147jam. Awareness control protocols would be therefore re-

148quired to dynamically adapt each vehicle’s communica-

149tions parameters to efficiently satisfy their individual

150requirements.

151In this context, this paper focuses on congestion and
152awareness-control techniques with a special emphasis on

153transmit power control and application-driven design

154policies. Recently, various researchers contributed ap-

155proaches and performance evaluations that address the

156issues of controlling the load on the radio channel, and

Fig. 1. Highway scenario with a traffic jam in one direction of driving

and free flow conditions in the other direction. This example

represents a typical traffic situation in which congestion control and

awareness control protocols might be needed.
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157 guaranteeing each vehicle’s capacity to communicate with
158 its local neighborhood. In this paper, we survey various key

159 approaches and key findings in a coherent manner to

160 present and categorize the pool of ideas for upcoming

161 standardization and deployment activities. We will discuss

162 in some detail three approaches based on transmit power

163 control, one targeting the issue of congestion control, and

164 two addressing an efficient awareness control. The paper is

165 structured accordingly. We first introduce some back-
166 ground information in Section II, followed by a discussion

167 of congestion and awareness control through the perspec-

168 tive of control theory in Section III. In Section IV, we

169 survey congestion control approaches that have been pro-

170 posed for vehicular communications, and discuss in detail

171 a proposal based on transmit power control, in addition to

172 evaluating its performance vs. effectiveness tradeoffs.

173 Section V surveys key contributions to awareness control,
174 before discussing geo-opportunistic and traffic contextual

175 approaches designed to ensure the strict requirements

176 imposed by cooperative applications, in particular traffic

177 safety applications. Section VI discusses open research

178 challenges deriving from the joint study of congestion and

179 awareness control protocols, as well as multi-application

180 scenarios. Finally, Section VII summarizes the main con-

181 tributions made by this paper.

182 II . BACKGROUND

183 A first generation of future cooperative vehicular systems

184 will be based on the IEEE 802.11p standard, according to

185 current standardization activities. As such, previous

186 studies dealing with congestion and awareness control

187 have been performed on top of IEEE 802.11p. In order to
188 support the explanations and descriptions given in the

189 following sections and to clarify the system setup and the

190 assumptions made in this paper, we will briefly elaborate

191 on the relevant aspects of the communication system for

192 cooperative vehicular systems.

193 IEEE 802.11p [1] is specified to operate in the 5.9 GHz

194 frequency band. At the medium access control (MAC) layer,

195 it employs the CSMA/CA mechanism to coordinate medium
196 access by multiple stations. In CSMA/CA, each station has to

197 listen to the channel and check whether it is free before

198 being allowed to transmit. This operation is called carrier
199 sensing, and it is performed by comparing the detected

200 energy on the channel with a pre-defined threshold, called

201 the carrier sensing threshold. The region of space where a

202 certain ongoing transmission can be detected by a device

203 tentatively accessing the channel is called the carrier sensing
204 region. Note that, in general, this region has irregular shape

205 due to nonisotropic radio signal propagation. However, it is

206 a common practice in the wireless networking literature to

207 consider the carrier sensing region as nearly circular, hence

208 the notion of carrier sensing range used to refer to the

209 distance up to which an ongoing transmission can be sensed

210 by a device attempting to access the channel. If the channel

211is busy, the station has to defer, wait until the channel is free
212again and choose a random backoff timer that determines

213the additional waiting time that has to elapse after the

214channel is sensed idle. Despite the backoff mechanism, two

215or more stations can transmit simultaneously, therefore

216producing a packet collision and a possible data loss due to

217interferences. In particular, two stations can transmit

218simultaneously mainly due to the well known hidden-

219terminal problem. The hidden-terminal problem occurs
220when two (or more) stations cannot detect each other’s

221transmissions, but their transmission ranges are not disjoint.

222It has been widely studied in the literature.

223Due to its robustness against fast fading channels, the

224IEEE 802.11p amendment adapts the orthogonal frequency

225division multiplexing (OFDM) transmission technology

226used in IEEE 802.11a and g, with the exception that

22710 MHz instead of 20 MHz channels are used by default.
228The reduction from 20 to 10 MHz was necessary to

229account for the increased Doppler and rms delay spreads

230(as reported by [4] or [5]) which would otherwise lead to

231inter-symbol interference (ISI) and inter-carrier interfer-

232ence (ICI), and thus significantly challenge the successful

233reception of packets. Apart from the problem of ISI and

234ICI, a receiver is also challenged by the fast fading channel

235conditions that are observable due to the high relative
236mobility of vehicles. For instance, the coherence time of

237the channel, i.e. the time during which the channel im-

238pulse response is essentially invariant, can be smaller than

239the duration of a single packet transmission [6], which

240could result in an increased probability of bit and packet

241errors. This is an issue, since the IEEE 802.11p frame

242format provides only a preamble to fully estimate the

243channel and only four pilot subcarriers to partially track
244the state of the channel [7]. Hence, the initial estimate can

245become invalid at the end of the reception leading to an

246increased probability of bit and packet errors [6]. As a

247consequence, the channel impulse response of two con-

248secutive packet transmissions will most likely not be

249correlated, and the channel can only be considered

250symmetric for an instant of time, but not for slightly

251different timestamps. By symmetric, we mean that the
252propagation characteristics of the radio channel are

253approximately the same in both directions of the wireless

254communication link.

255As defined by the Federal Communications Commis-

256sion of the USA (FCC) [8], a spectrum of 75 MHz has been

257allocated at 5.9 GHz. Similarly, a spectrum of 50 MHz has

258been allocated at the same frequency band in Europe. In

259both cases, the entire spectrum is divided into several
26010 MHz channels, out of which one channel, commonly

261called the Control Channel (CCH), is used as a reference

262for the exchange of safety-related information. The re-

263maining channels are known as service channels and are

264used for safety and non-safety applications. The data rates

265provided by IEEE 802.11p [1] with such 10 MHz channels

266range from 3 to 27 Mb/s. While the lower data rates are the

Sepulcre et al. : Congestion and Awareness Control in Cooperative Vehicular Systems
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267 most robust ones and require lower signal-to-interference
268 and noise ratio to correctly decode a packet, higher data

269 rates come with the benefit of reduced transmission times,

270 and thus with the possible gain of a reduced packet

271 collision probability in situations of higher channel loads.

272 Obviously, there is tradeoff between increased robustness

273 and reduced congestion. To investigate this tradeoff, a

274 simulation study was performed in [9] in order to deter-

275 mine the most robust data rate for broadcast communica-
276 tion. The study’s results reveal that a 6 Mb/s data rate turns

277 out to be the best selection for safety related communi-

278 cation. Since recent standardization activities [2] have

279 taken up these findings, we will assume a fixed data rate of

280 6 Mb/s in the rest of this paper.

281 Apart from the key technology characteristics, it is also

282 important to understand how it is envisioned that the

283 cooperative vehicular system will operate and what its
284 dimensions will be. According to the common agreement

285 among researchers and industry, vehicles will periodically

286 broadcast CAMs in order to establish a mutual awareness.

287 CAM messages provide information on positioning, speed,

288 and heading, among other fields. The establishment of a

289 mutual awareness can be considered the fundamental

290 safety service in cooperative vehicular systems, on top of

291 which advanced safety applications, e.g., cooperative for-
292 ward collision warning or intersection collision warning,

293 will be deployed. However, in order to fulfill the require-

294 ments of such advanced safety applications, the transmit-

295 ted information black might need to be updated several

296 times per second, possibly requiring a periodic CAM rate

297 of up to ten messages per second [11]–[13]. Hence, solely

298 the establishment of a mutual awareness could saturate

299 and congest the wireless channel, especially according to
300 the following considerations. First, each CAM message

301 could have a size of between 250 and 800 Bytes, because of

302 digital signatures and certificates that secure and authen-

303 ticate the information contained in those messages.

304 Second, the communication system is expected to cover

305 distances of up to 1000 m. And third, vehicle densities of

306 up to 25 vehicles/km/lane are not an exception (cf. the

307 reported capacity of multilane highways as listed in
308 Table 1. As a result, the total amount of traffic generated

309 per second for mutual awareness could easily exceed the

310available data rate of 6 Mb/s. As a consequence, the
311performance of the communication system will degrade

312significantly if no countermeasures are taken.

313III . A CONTROL THEORY APPROACH

314The process of restricting the load on the wireless channel,

315and thereby the congestion in the wireless network, and

316the process of adapting the communications parameters to

317guarantee a certain awareness level are very closely related

318to traditional control theory. In particular, due to the
319shared wireless communication channel and the lack of a

320centralized coordination entity in vehicular communi-

321cations, both processes are representatives of the distrib-

322uted control discipline. For instance, congestion in the

323network can not be avoided or reduced if only one single

324node is decreasing its transmission power and/or rate, and

325more importantly, the result of the selected action can not

326be observed by the node itself, but only by its neighbors.
327That implies that all nodes shouldVat least, for an optimal

328and reliable controlVact cooperatively and provide

329feedback about the result of their actions to each other.

330Similarly, the success of an increased transmission power

331with regard to a desired awareness range can only be de-

332termined by the receiving node, and not by the transmitter

333itself.

334Because the relationship of congestion and awareness
335control to traditional control theory, this paper discusses

336existing proposals for congestion and awareness control

337with respect to the concepts and notions typically used in

338control theory. For this purpose, both methods are

339analyzed and compared according to the general frame-

340work sketched in Fig. 2: an algorithm might use some sort

341of detection to classify the traffic situation or scenario

Table 1 The Capacity of Multilane Highways and the Corresponding

Average Speeds According to [10]. In Addition, the Number of Vehicles

Within the Communication Range are Listed for a 3 Lane per Direction

Highway and a 1000 m Communication Range

Fig. 2.Analysis of congestion and awareness control algorithms from a

control-theory-based perspective. In general a controller adapts the

transmission parameters, based on its objective and the detected

traffic situation, in order to achieve a particular result. Optionally,

the controller makes use of some sort of feedback with regard to the

observed result to optimize its performance. Depending on the

objective (1), e.g. a network-wide limitation of the channel load or an

awareness-range requirement, the scope of the open- or closed-loop

controller (2) is either global or local. Consequently, optional feedback

(4) about the result can come from the network or from individual

nodes only (3).
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342 which the node is currently in, and which might be used
343 proactively by the controller as feedforward input. The

344 controller itself decides how the transmission will be

345 adjusted, of course depending on the situation and the

346 corresponding target description, i.e. the current objec-

347 tive. The selected action then leads to an observable result,

348 which can be fed back to the controller in order to improve

349 its accuracy.

350 Based on Fig. 2, particular control algorithms are also
351 classified into open- and closed-loop controllers. The former

352 do not make use of feedback to correct and optimize the

353 decisions made in the past, and typically incorporate a

354 system model to derive the actions to be taken. The ad-

355 vantage of such a control loop is the nonexisting overhead,

356 but, obviously, the performance and robustness of such a

357 controller depends on the accuracy of the system model

358 used. On the contrary, closed loop controllers employ
359 feedback to determine how well the objective has been

360 achieved. An often used closed loop controller is the ge-

361 neric proportional–integral–derivative (PID) controller,

362 which uses the present error (P), the accumulation of past

363 errors (I), a prediction of future errors (D), or only a subset

364 of those measures to control the system. Compared with

365 open loop controllers, closed-loop controllers can improve

366 the control due to the use of feedback data, at the cost of
367 communications overhead. In addition, and particularly if

368 a generic PID controller is used, they do not incorporate

369 any system model, have no direct knowledge of the

370 underlying process and perform poorly in nonlinear

371 systems. With respect to feedback, it is also necessary to

372 distinguish between explicit feedback, i.e., first-order

373 feedback with regard to the desired result, and implicit

374 feedback, i.e., second-order feedback that is obtained by
375 using different observations that are to some extent corre-

376 lated to the actual observation. A possible implicit feed-

377 back could be, for instance, the locally observed number of

378 neighbors or MAC layer reception statistics.

379 Another important aspect is how the design objective

380 can be quantified and how the achievement of the objec-

381 tive is measured. When awareness control protocols are

382 used, the objective could be defined as the reliability with
383 which a certain vehicle’s awareness range is guaranteed.

384 However, for congestion control, the question of how to

385 describe the objective is more difficult to answer, since

386 more than one metric for channel congestion exists, and all

387 have their advantages and disadvantages. For instance, the

388 use of a metric such as the channel busy time ratio, i.e., the

389 fraction of time during which the channel is considered

390 busy by the access layer, or the channel load, i.e., the
391 fraction of time during which the sensed energy exceeds a

392 specific threshold, cannot account for overlapping trans-

393 missions, but has the advantage of being easily implemen-

394 table by the communication hardware. On the other hand,

395 a metric such as the beaconing load [14], though it does

396 quantify the amount of overlapping packets, is not directly

397 measurable by the hardware.

398IV. CONGESTION CONTROL

399Congestion control techniques for vehicular communica-

400tions can be classified according to several criteria. The

401major classification criterion considers the information

402base from which congestion control mechanisms derive

403their decision to adjust the transmission parameters. The

404first class, which in the literature is sometimes also re-

405ferred to as reactive congestion control, uses first-order

406information about the channel congestion status to decide

407whether and how an action should be undertaken. Because

408of their nature, actions to lessen channel load are under-

409taken only after a congested situation has been detected.

410Using control theory terminology, reactive congestion

411control approaches can be classified as an instance of

412feedback control mechanisms. The second class, sometimes

413also referred to as proactive congestion control, uses models

414that, based on information such as number of nodes in the

415vicinity and data generation patterns, try to estimate trans-

416mission parameters which will not lead to congested

417channel conditions, while at the same time providing the

418desired application-level performance. In particular, such

419mechanisms typically employ a system model to estimate

420the channel load under a given set of transmission param-

421eters, and make use of optimization algorithms to deter-

422mine the maximum transmit power and/or rate setting that

423will adhere to a maximum congestion limit. Using control

424theory terminology, proactive congestion control ap-

425proaches can be classified as an instance of feedforward
426control mechanisms.

427Another criterion used to classify congestion control

428techniques is what type of information is used to feed the

429control system, which is typically only locally available
430information, or also information provided by neighboring
431vehiclesVdubbed distributed information in the following.

432Finally, existing solutions can further be classified with

433reference to the means through which congestion is con-

434trolled, which is typically achieved by adjusting the trans-
435mission power, the packet generation rate, the carrier sense
436threshold or a combination of a subset of the transmission

437parameters.

438Let us start briefly discussing the relative advantages

439and disadvantages of proactive vs. reactive approaches.

440Given their ability to prevent congestion, proactive ap-

441proaches are very appealing for vehicular environments,

442where radio communications are primarily used for safety

443applications, whose performance would be seriously

444threatened by congested channel conditions. However,

445proactive approaches come with two major drawbacks.

446First, in order to estimate the expected load generated by

447neighboring vehicles, such approaches require a commu-

448nication model that maps individual transmission power

449levels to deterministic carrier sense ranges. However, this

450mapping is reasonable only as long as it reflects the average

451propagation conditions of the wireless channel. Thus,

452propagation conditions should be either dynamically

Sepulcre et al. : Congestion and Awareness Control in Cooperative Vehicular Systems
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453 estimated as the vehicle moves, which is very difficult to do
454 in a practical scenario, or they should be statistically esti-

455 mated to build specific profiles for different environments,

456 e.g., urban and highway. A second major drawback of

457 proactive approaches is the need to carefully estimate the

458 amount of generated application-layer traffic in a certain

459 period of time. Although in some cases this is indeed pos-

460 sible (e.g, in the case of applications built on top of pe-

461 riodic beacon exchange), accurate application-layer traffic
462 estimation is a challenging task in general.

463 Reactive approaches, which do not suffer of the draw-

464 backs that accompany proactive mechanisms, nonetheless

465 have the notable disadvantage of undertaking control ac-

466 tions only after a congested channel condition has been

467 detected. Considering that some time is needed to recover

468 from a congested channel situation, this means that reac-

469 tive approaches expose safety-related applications to the
470 risk of not being able to fulfill their design goal, due to the

471 poor (temporary) performance of the underlying radio

472 channel. Another disadvantage of reactive approaches is

473 that important design goals such as fairness and packet
474 prioritization are more difficult to achieve than in a proac-

475 tive approach. We remark that fairness is important in

476 vehicular networks to ensure that all vehicles in the net-

477 work have similar opportunities to communicating with
478 nearby nodes. In fact, if congestion control were to be

479 obtained by sacrificing, say, a specific node in the network

480 is forced to set its transmission power to a very low value,

481 this node would not have a chance to communicate with

482 nodes in its surrounding, impairing application-level per-

483 formance. Most importantly, in safety-related applications,

484 every vehicle in the network should be able to receive fresh

485 information about the status of the other vehicles in the
486 surrounding, as well as to communicate its own status to

487 the surrounding vehicles. Hence, fairness becomes a major

488 design goal in safety-related applications. As for prioriti-

489 zation, providing a strict prioritization of different classes

490 of packets is an important requirement for vehicular

491 networking, which is partly addressed in the drafted

492 IEEE 802.11p standard by adopting the enhanced distrib-

493 uted channel access (EDCA) mechanism defined within
494 IEEE 802.11e.

495 A. Related Work
496 Before describing a relevant congestion control ap-

497 proach, we briefly survey the most representative studies

498 aimed at optimizing the packet generation rate and trans-

499 mission power of beaconing applications. While this body

500 of work is not directly concerned with controlling con-
501 gestion on the wireless channel, it has the merit of giving

502 very useful insights into the effects of varying rate and

503 transmission power on beaconing performance. These in-

504 sights can be considered as knowledge base upon which

505 state-of-the-art congestion control approaches are built.

506 Further, with respect to the literal interpretation of con-

507 gestion control in this paper, those approaches might

508rather be termed congestion reduction techniques, which,
509on their own, are of course able to reduce the number of

510messages transmitted to the channel, but which are not

511actually able to effectively avoid congested and overloaded

512channel conditions.

513In [15], the authors present a performance evaluation

514study of cooperative collision warning applications based

515on periodic beaconing. The major contribution made by

516this study is the introduction of a novel parameter to
517measure the performance of cooperative collision warning

518applications, namely the packet inter-reception time. This

519metric, defined as the time elapsed between two successful

520reception events at a vehicle referring to beacons sent by

521another, specific vehicle, is motivated by the observation

522that what is relevant for active safety applications is the

523freshness of the status information gathered from sur-

524rounding vehicles. Thus, a few consecutive failed recep-
525tions are much more harmful to active safety applications

526than are several scattered failed receptions. After intro-

527ducing the novel metric, the authors go on to perform an

528extensive simulation-based performance study on the

529effects of using different beacon generation rates and

530transmission power values on the packet inter-reception

531time.

532In [16], the authors investigate the effect of different
533beaconing strategies on active safety application perfor-

534mance. More specifically, the authors consider tracking
535accuracy as the performance metric, which is defined as

536the error (as perceived by the active safety application) in

537tracking the positions of neighboring vehicles. After having

538defined the performance metric, the authors present

539different beaconing strategies aimed at minimizing track-

540ing error, and identify an adaptive beaconing policy with
541repetitions as the best performing one. According to this

542policy, a beacon is sent only if the predicted tracking error

543of the own position at surrounding vehicles exceeds a

544threshold. If the threshold is exceeded, the beacon is sent a

545few times (the number of repetitions is a tunable param-

546eter) to increase the probability that the beacon is correctly

547received by neighboring vehicles, thus improving tracking

548accuracy. As mentioned in the beginning of this section,
549such a mechanism will help to reduce the congestion, but

550it does not control the congestion of the channel in the

551first place.

552Another example of congestion reduction can be found

553in [17]. The authors focus on emergency warning mes-

554sages, that are sent whenever a vehicle shows an abnormal

555behavior (e.g., it broke down and is blocking the road/lane,

556or it lost control and it is changing lanes unexpectedly).
557The authors aim of optimizing the transmission of warning

558messages is based on the observation that messages should

559be repeatedly sent out until the Babnormal[ behavior stops

560and the vehicle returns to Bnormal[ behavior. The authors

561further state that if several abnormal vehicles are sending

562out emergency warning messages at a constant rate, the

563average delivery delay will increase rapidly due to channel
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564 congestion. Consequently, the number of simultaneous
565 emergency warning transmissions should be carefully

566 controlled. To achieve this goal, the authors propose a

567 Bmultiplicative rate decreasing algorithm,[ which de-

568 creases the retransmission rate of an emergency warning

569 message over time. As a result, several emergency warn-

570 ing messages can be served and delivered by the system

571 with limited delay. The above transmission strategy is

572 further optimized by defining strategies to freeze the
573 generation of emergency messages when certain condi-

574 tions are met (e.g., redundant transmissions from follow-

575 ing vehicles).

576 According to the terminology defined in Section III,

577 the approach of [17] belongs to the class of proactive

578 approaches, and acts on packet generation rate to prevent

579 congestion. Yet, the approach of [17] is mostly an open-

580 loop controller, since the multiplicative rate decreasing
581 algorithm that is used to tune the packet generation rate is

582 based only on predicted performance based on suitable

583 models of the communication channel. On the other hand,

584 a form of primary feedback (e.g., reception of redundant

585 transmissions from following vehicles) is used in the

586 decision rules to freeze emergency message transmission.

587 Apart from the cited studies above, other congestion

588 reduction solutions that adapt the transmission power and
589 generation rate based on the current velocity exist as well

590 (e.g., [18], [19]). Since the paper focuses on actual

591 congestion control techniques, we will skip their detailed

592 presentation here and instead survey a collection of

593 representative congestion control approaches for cooper-

594 ative vehicular systems. One of these approaches, called

595 distributed fair-power adjustment for vehicular environ-

596 ments or D-FPAV [20], will be described in detail in the
597 next section.

598 On the reactive side of congestion control,

599 Khorakhun et al. developed an algorithm that adjusts

600 either the transmission power or the packet generation

601 rate with relation to the locally measured channel busy

602 time ratio [21]. The channel busy time is the fraction of

603 time during which the channel was sensed busy.

604 Depending on whether the local measurement is below
605 or above a predefined threshold, the transmission power

606 or generation rate is either increased or decreased by one

607 step. In order to achieve a higher level of fairness, the

608 authors stated that it is necessary to exchange the local

609 measurements among neighboring vehicles, and allow an

610 increase of the transmission power/rate only if the cur-

611 rently used value is below the average power/rate configu-

612 ration used by the vehicle’s neighbors. Compared with
613 proactive approaches, this reactive approach is not able to

614 avoid congestion on the wireless channel, and supports

615 no prioritization of different classes of messages. In addi-

616 tion, a simple analysis shows that the proposed algorithm

617 is not able to prevent oscillations in the adjustment

618 process. The issue is systematic and fundamental: since

619 not all vehicles perform the transmit power adjustment at

620the same point in time, it can easily happen that the
621transmit power reduction at a few nodes leads to a

622reduced channel busy time observation from the perspec-

623tive of neighboring nodes that have yet not reduced their

624transmit power. As a result, those nodes will possibly

625increase their transmit power (instead of decreasing it as

626well), and amplify the transmit power reduction of nodes

627that have already decreased their transmit power. It is

628obvious that some sort of additional feedback is needed
629to indicate the reason why the measured channel busy

630time has decreased or to determine who should reduce

631first.

632A hybrid approach that attempts to combine the ad-

633vantages of both proactive and reactive approaches was

634proposed by Baldessari et al. in [22]. Their solution con-

635sists of an improved rate control, an improved power

636control and a combined power and rate control algorithm,
637all of which use channel busy time observations to derive

638the number of neighbors in the surrounding area (option-

639ally, also through an additional exchange of local vehicle

640density estimations). Based on the number of neighbors

641and a predefined channel busy time threshold, the authors

642then either derive a packet generation rate directly, or start

643with a fixed packet generation rate and derive the maxi-

644mum transmission power which will not violate the
645threshold. In the latter case, the authors assume that the

646vehicles in the surrounding area are distributed uniformly

647and, typical for a proactive approach, make use of a com-

648munication model that maps carrier sense ranges to indi-

649vidual transmission power levels.

650Another hybrid congestion control approach was re-

651cently proposed in [23], where the authors adaptively

652change both beacon generation rate (in a proactive way)
653and transmission power (in a reactive way) with the goal of

654reducing channel congestion, and consequently improving

655a vehicle’s ability to accurately track the position of sur-

656rounding vehicles. Two slightly different control ap-

657proaches are applied to the tuning of beacon generation

658rate and transmission power. Beacon generation rate is

659tuned based on a predicted tracking error of own position.

660The prediction accounts for channel unreliability, i.e.,
661packet losses, by including the observed fraction of

662successfully received beacons sent by surrounding vehi-

663cles. Thus, a closed-loop feedforward controller based on

664secondary feedback is used for setting the beacon

665generation rate. Additionally, transmission power control

666is applied based on the observed channel status (more

667specifically, based on the channel busy time). This part of

668the algorithm is thus a closed-loop feedback controller
669based on secondary feedback. Note that both beacon

670generation rate and transmission power use information

671locally available at the vehicles (i.e., direct observations) to

672control transmission parameters. As a consequence, this

673mechanism bears the same fundamental issue observed for

674[21]: without knowing the channel congestion status of the

675surrounding nodes, the transmission power adaptation
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676 mechanism cannot know why the channel is no longer
677 congested and which vehicle should reduce or increase its

678 power value first.

679 B. Contribution
680 In this section, we present the D-FPAV approach to

681 proactive, distributed congestion control in vehicular envi-

682 ronments. D-FPAV achieves congestion control by varying

683 the node transmission power, where a node’s transmit
684 power setting depends on predictions of application-layer

685 traffic and the observed number of vehicles in the

686 surrounding.

687 D-FPAV is designed to pursue all the optimization goals

688 described in the previous subsection:

689 1) congestion control: limit the load on the wireless

690 medium in order to prevent congestion generated

691 by application-layer traffic. The metric used to as-
692 sess the effectiveness of congestion control is

693 channel access time. Furthermore, the authors

694 show the benefits of congestion control on the

695 performance of multi-hop emergency message

696 propagation.

697 2) fairness: maximize the minimum transmit power

698 value over all transmission power levels assigned

699 to the nodes forming the vehicular network, sub-
700 ject to Goal 1.

701 3) prioritization: improve the basic IEEE 802.11

702 EDCA mechanism to provide a better prioritiza-

703 tion of higher priority over lower priority

704 messages.

705 We observe that the D-FPAV approach is aimed at

706 limiting the amount of traffic that is generated by vehicles,

707 with the goal of keeping this load under a specified con-
708 gestion limit (the MAL value defined in the following). By

709 tuning the congestion limit, the optimal point of the

710 Binterference level[ versus Breception rate[ tradeoff can

711 be found. The optimal tuning of this tradeoff is however

712 out of D-FPAV scope.

713 The D-FPAV protocol is periodically executed on the

714 nodes forming the vehicular network, in order to adjust

715 node transmission power in response to changes in the
716 network topology or application-layer traffic patterns. Be-

717 fore presenting D-FPAV, we introduce some notation and

718 basic definitions. We denote by N ¼ fu1; . . . ; ung the set of

719 nodes in the vehicular network. Each of these nodes can

720 set its transmission power in the interval ½Pm; PM�, where

721 Pm is the minimum and PM is the maximum possible

722 transmission power. Given a set N of nodes as above, a

723 power assignment function PA for N is a function that
724 assigns to every node ui 2 N a value PAðiÞ 2 ½0; 1�. The

725 power used by node ui to send application-layer messages

726 is pi ¼ Pm þ PAðiÞ 
 ðPM � PmÞ.
727 For any node ui in the network, we use CSðPA; iÞ to

728 denote the carrier sensing range of node ui at transmission

729 power pi ¼ Pm þ PAðiÞ 
 PM, and CSðMAX; iÞ to denote the

730 same range at maximum transmission power PM.

731A fundamental notion in D-FPAV is that of application-
732layer load (AL) generated by a node, and of channel load

733(CL) experienced by a node under a certain power assign-

734ment PA. Formally, ALðiÞ denotes the application-layer

735load (expressed in bytes/sec) that node ui is expected to

736generate in the next period, where the period represents

737the interval of time before the next D-FPAV execution.

738Based on these definitions, the CL experienced by a node

739ui can then be computed based on the AL generated by the
740nodes in the surrounding as follows:

CLðPA; iÞ ¼
X

uj2IðPA;iÞ
ALðjÞ

741where IðPA; iÞ ¼ fuj 2 N : ui 2 CSðPA; jÞg.

742The intuition behind our definition of channel load is

743that the load observed at ui can be estimated as the sum of

744the application-layer load generated by nodes in the set
745IðPA; iÞ, i.e., those nodes having ui within carrier sensing

746range at the current transmit power levels. This is because

747a transmission from a node in set IðPA; iÞ prevents ui from

748accessing the channel.

749The congestion control under fairness constraints

750(CCF) problem we are attempting to solve is defined as

751follows:

752Definition 1 (CCF Problem): Given a set N ¼ fu1; . . . ; ung
753of nodes, and a value MAL of the Maximum Application-

754layer Load admitted on the wireless channel (expressed in

755bytes/sec), solve the following optimization problem

maxPA2PA minui2N PAðiÞð Þ
subject to

CLðPA; iÞ � MAL 8i 2 f1; . . . ; ng

8<
:

756where PA is the set of all possible power assignments.

757Solving CCF addresses design goals 1 and 2 above,
758where MAL (a choice of the network designer) is used to

759control the congestion generated by application-layer load.

760As we show in the following, goal 3. can be achieved by

761transmitting low-priority messages using the transmit

762power computed solving CCF, and by transmitting high-

763priority messages at maximum power.

764The D-FPAV algorithm is reported in Fig. 3, and is

765composed of the following steps: 1) gather information
766about AL for nodes within (maximum) carrier sense range;

7672) based on 1), locally execute the FPAV algorithm from

768[14] to compute the optimal CCF solution for the nodes

769within (maximum) carrier sense range; 3) exchange the

770locally computed transmission power values with sur-

771rounding vehicles; 4) select the minimum transmission

772power value among the one locally computed and those
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773 computed by surrounding vehicles in order to build the

774 network-wide optimal solution to CCF.

775 The FPAV algorithm of [14] is a centralized algorithm

776 based on the well-known Bmax-min[ principle: the

777 transmission power of all vehicles in a surrounding area
778 is Fvirtually_ increased step-by-step (starting at lowest

779 possible power level), while estimating the resulting

780 application load at each vehicle after each step. As long

781 as the MAL threshold is not violated at any vehicle, and the

782 maximum allowed transmission power has not been

783 reached, power levels are further increased. Upon

784 termination, FPAV has thus computed the highest

785 common transmission power level which did not violate
786 the MAL parameter in the whole network.

787 In [20], it is formally proven that D-FPAV computes an

788 optimal solution to CCF under the following assumptions:

789 1) carrier sense ranges of nodes are symmetric; 2) each

790 node is able to accurately estimate the AL for the next

791 period; and 3) each node is able to gather AL information

792 from all nodes within maximum carrier sense range. In

793 practical scenarios, these assumptions are unlikely to hold,
794 due to the complexity of the propagation environment 1),

795 and difficulties in accurately predicting AL and gathering

796 AL information 2) and 3). Yet, in [20] it is shown through

797 extensive simulation that D-FPAV successfully solves the

798 CCF problem at least when assumption 3) is released, i.e.,

799 when nodes have only partial knowledge of the AL gene-

800 rated by nodes within maximum CS range.

801 In [20], D-FPAV is evaluated in a scenario1 in which
802 application-layer load at each node is generated by a

803 beaconing application, which periodically generates pack-

804 ets to report vehicle status to nodes in the surrounding

805 area. Beacon messages are considered low-priority mes-

806 sages in this scenario, and transmitted using D-FPAV

807 computed transmission power with lowest EDCA priority

808class. Besides beaconing messages, event-driven emer-
809gency messages are randomly generated within the

810network. These are high-priority messages that are seldom

811generated, and, given their safety-critical nature, are not

812subject to congestion control. Emergency messages are

813sent at maximum transmission power PM using the highest

814priority EDCA traffic class.

815An important issue to understand in the D-FPAV ap-

816proach is the tradeoff between accuracy of channel load
817estimation on a vehicle, and additional overhead which is

818put on the channel. In fact, as the carrier sense range is

819typically larger than the transmission range, the only way

820to acquire knowledge about presence of vehicles located

821outside the transmission range is by making use of a mul-

822tihop strategy, i.e., having vehicles retransmit the position

823of their neighbors. Clearly, propagating this information in

824a multihop manner puts an additional load on the channel,
825which can be considered as control overhead.

826In order to optimally tune the above described tradeoff,

827the following design decisions have to be made: how often

828the status of neighboring vehicles should be forwarded,

829what range of neighbors must be included, and which

830transmission power must be used to transmit this

831information.

832The following strategies have been considered in [20]:
833piggyback the aggregated status information (position of

834surrounding vehicles) to 1) each beacon, 2) every fifth

835beacon, or 3) every 10th beacon, and transmit it with

836power PAðiÞ (the transmit power value as computed by

837D-FPAV). The authors found that piggybacking aggregate

838status information in 1 out of 10 beacon messages results in

839the best compromise between control overhead and effec-

840tiveness of congestion control.
841The probability of correctly receiving a beacon or

842emergency message as a function of distance with and

843without D-FPAV is reported in Fig. 4. As seen from the

Fig. 3. The D-FPAV algorithm.

1For details on the simulation scenario, including features of the radio
environment, please see [20].

Fig. 4. Probability of successful reception of periodic beacon and

emergency messages at varying distances. MAL is set to 2.5 Mb/s.
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844 figure, EDCA alone is not sufficient to clearly prioritize
845 emergency over beacon messages. On the other hand,

846 D-FPAV achieves a clear prioritization of emergency

847 over beacon messages, i.e. emergency messages have a

848 consistently higher reception probability in the whole

849 range of transmission distances. It is also interesting to

850 observe that D-FPAV congestion control mechanism has

851 beneficial effects not only on high-priority traffic, but also

852 on low-priority traffic (beacons): in fact, their reception
853 probability at close distances from the transmitter (within

854 150 m) is considerably higher than when no congestion

855 control exists.

856 The effectiveness of the D-FPAV approach in achieving

857 fair channel access opportunities is shown in Fig. 5, which

858 reports the channel access time of vehicles as a function of

859 their position on the road: without D-FPAV, channel

860 access time depends highly on the density of vehicles in
861 the surroundings, and it is thus unfairly distributed. On the

862 other hand, when D-FPAV is active, the load generated by

863 the beaconing application is kept under control, and

864 channel access time is nearly constant throughout the

865 network.

866 In a follow-up study [24], we showed that in order to

867 effectively guarantee a strict enforcement of an upper

868 channel load limit and to provide fairness with respect to
869 channel access opportunities, it is necessary to propagate

870 the position of neighbor vehicles for at least two hops. As

871 described above, the D-FPAV protocol provides this

872 information by piggybacking this information only in 1

873 out of 10 beacon messages in order to reduce the overhead,

874 yet, the overhead can still grow to 40%Vcompared to the

875 actual AL data. In [24], we therefore developed a

876 distributed algorithm that adjusts the transmission power
877 based on averaged values for the neighbor information

878 instead of using detailed neighbor information about each

879single node. By using only this averaged information, we
880were able to reduce the overhead down to less than 1%, at

881the cost of only slighty exceeding the pre-defined MAL

882limit.

883C. Standardization
884In Europe, congestion control in vehicular commu-

885nications is considered to be a building block and seen as

886mandatory in order to guarantee a reliable communication
887performance for safety-related applications. This was

888acknowledged by the Car-2-Car Communication Consor-

889tium (C2C-CC) as early as in 2009 through the establish-

890ment of a task force on transmit power control. The results

891from this task force have helped to persuade the European

892Commission to establish a specialist task force (STF) on

893the configuration and validation of decentralued conges-

894tion control methods for intelligent transportation systems
895(ITS) and techniques to enable the co-existence of coop-

896erative ITS and dedicated short range communication

897(DSRC) within the European Telecommunications Stan-

898dard Institute (ETSI). Since March 2010, the STF with its

899six experts from the industry and research community

900have been working on a technical specification for a stan-

901dardized congestion control algorithm to be used by ITS.

902The specification defines a mandatory basic congestion
903control algorithm based on a controller that uses no feed-

904back and only information that is locally available. In

905addition, the specification describes an enhanced control

906algorithm that uses feedback from neighboring nodes, e.g.,

907their observed channel load and their currently used

908transmit power. Both approaches will use the channel load

909metric to define the congestion limit, since it can be

910implemented by the hardware.

911V. AWARENESS CONTROL

912Following the previous discussions, awareness control

913techniques are aimed at ensuring each vehicle’s capacity to

914detect as well as to communicate with the relevant vehicles

915in their local neighborhood. Awareness control protocols

916are needed to reliably and efficiently support higher layer
917protocols and applications, for example, ensuring that

918traffic safety applications obtain, at a minimum, the level

919of awareness that is required to detect dangerous traffic

920situations in advance and act accordingly.

921Cooperative vehicular systems impose very stringent

922application requirements, with most of the applications

923being supported by the periodic exchange of beacons. It is

924generally assumed in the literature that the cooperative
925application requirements can be defined in terms of dis-

926semination area (or range), latency (or delay) and

927reliability [25]. This extends the preliminary requirements

928defined by VSC [26] and ETSI [27], which consider only

929some of these requirements. While the dissemination area

930can be defined as the geographic area where a given

931message should be received, the latency is the maximum

Fig. 5. Average channel access time experienced by periodic

beacon messages as a function of vehicle position on the highway.

MAL is set to 2.5 Mb/s.
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932 allowed delay to deliver such message, and the reliability is
933 the minimum probability of receiving such a message

934 (usually estimated during a certain time window). The

935 requirements imposed by cooperative applications repre-

936 sent the basis of awareness control protocols.

937 A. Related Work
938 Initial studies have been conducted to evaluate the

939 communications and applications performance in
940 VANETs, and serve as fundamental studies for the design

941 of awareness control protocols. For example, the work in

942 [28] presents a performance and sensitivity analysis of

943 different MAC layer protocols, based on the idea of

944 repetitive transmissions over CSMA. In this work, the

945 authors propose that a packet be retransmitted multiple

946 times during its lifetime, and study different repetition

947 mechanisms by means of simulation and a detailed
948 mathematical anlalysis. The conducted study identifies

949 the operating and communications conditions (number of

950 interferers and packet generation rates) under which the

951 application requirements are satisfied and the channel load

952 is maintained under a certain limit. In [15], the authors

953 conduct a performance evaluation study of cooperative

954 collision warning applications under different traffic

955 densities, and explore different packet generation rates
956 and transmission ranges. The conducted study shows the

957 importance of considering appropriate metrics to evaluate

958 the performance of cooperative applications, such as

959 latency or packet inter-reception time. This observation

960 results from the importance of the freshness of the

961 information received from surrounding vehicles. The

962 relevance of adequately evaluating the performance of

963 cooperative vehicular systems has also been emphasized in
964 other studies. For example, the work in [29] highlights the

965 need to differentiate communication and application

966 performance or reliability. In particular, in [29] the

967 authors demonstrate the suitability of cooperative vehic-

968 ular systems to improve traffic safety based on real-world

969 experimental data on highways.

970 Following the control-theory perspective discussed in

971 Section III, awareness control protocols can be classified as
972 open-loop or closed-loop approaches, and can use implicit

973 or explicit feedback. Different existing open-loop aware-

974 ness control protocols use power-range maps to dynami-

975 cally adapt each vehicle’s transmission power as a function

976 of its transmission range requirements. For example, the

977 work in [30] proposes an OPportunistic-driven adaptive

978 RAdio resource Management (OPRAM) mechanism, that

979 adapts each vehicle’s transmission parameters to reliably
980 and efficiently exchange a message before reaching a criti-

981 cal safety area, for example an intersection. The OPRAM

982 mechanism is an application-driven awareness control pro-

983 tocol that is based on radio propagation estimates to dyna-

984 mically calculate the required transmission power levels as

985 a function of the distance to the critical safety area. Despite

986 having been designed as a power-range map based technique,

987OPRAM could be evolved to dynamically adapt the trans-
988mission power and packet generation rate to the experienced

989channel load, in order to compensate for the negative

990effects of packet collisions on the application’s reliability.

991OPRAM will be described in detail in the next section.

992Multihop beaconing protocols represent an alternative

993open-loop solution for awareness control. With these pro-

994tocols, broadcast messages transmitted by a vehicle are

995relayed by neighboring vehicles to achieve the target prob-
996ability of reception at high distances within the required

997delay. In [31], the multihop vehicular broadcast (MHVB)

998protocol is intended to efficiently relay broadcast packets

999over multiple hops, and satisfy the target dissemination

1000area within the allowable latency. With MHVB, only the

1001vehicle that correctly receives a given broadcast message

1002and is located at the highest distance from the transmitter

1003will relay such message. A similar approach was proposed
1004in [32], where a vehicle can relay multiple beacons during

1005its lifetime in a single packet as long as it has received each

1006one of these beacons less than a established maximum

1007number of times. With multihop beaconing protocols, the

1008beacon’s transmission power was able to be reduced com-

1009pared to single hop beaconing protocols. In this context,

1010the work in [33] compares single-hop and multihop bea-

1011coning protocols. This study shows that under simplified
1012propagation and multihop operating conditions, the chan-

1013nel load in multihop beaconing protocols can be reduced

1014using packet multiplexing techniques. With these tech-

1015niques, when a vehicle has to relay a broadcast packet it

1016will attach its own broadcast packet to the relayed

1017message. However, in realistic environments where

1018packets can be lost due to radio channel errors and packet

1019collisions, the reduction of the channel load obtained with
1020multihop beaconing cannot be achieved. It is worth

1021mentioning that, in scenarios where obstacles block the

1022radio signal, such as buildings or trucks, multi-hop

1023beaconing protocols could be required to successfully

1024satisfy the application requirements.

1025Closed-loop awareness control protocols make use of

1026exchanged broadcast messages to dynamically adapt to the

1027varying propagation and channel load conditions. In some
1028existing solutions, the feedback is implicitly obtained from

1029received messages without the need to transmit extra in-

1030formation. An example of closed-loop solution with im-

1031plicit feedback is the work in [34], in which the authors

1032propose the use of the received messages to estimate in

1033real-time the path loss or average signal attenuation, by

1034subtracting the power estimated at the receiver from the

1035transmitted power (included by default in the header of all
1036beacons in cooperative vehicular systems). The proposed

1037algorithm dynamically selects the power and data rate re-

1038quired to successfully transmit a packet to a given vehicle,

1039while minimizing the interference generated to other ve-

1040hicles. In the joint rate-power control algorithm proposed

1041in [23], two different control approaches are applied to

1042adapt the packet generation rate and the transmission
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1043 power. In order to detect abnormal driving maneuvers in
1044 advance, the packet generation rate is dynamically adapted

1045 to bound the longitudinal and lateral position tracking

1046 errors of surrounding vehicles. A new packet is transmitted

1047 when the estimated tracking error of surrounding vehicles

1048 exceeds a certain threshold. To estimate the tracking error,

1049 the algorithm takes into account the channel reliability by

1050 dynamically estimating the packet error probability from

1051 the packets received from surrounding vehicles. The trans-
1052 mission power is adapted based on the observed channel

1053 status. Considering Lmin and Lmax as the lower/upper

1054 transmission range bounds dictated by the safety applica-

1055 tions, the transmission range is linearly adapted between

1056 Lmin and Lmax as a function of the experienced channel

1057 load. The transmission power is then calculated consider-

1058 ing power-range maps based on empirical measurements.

1059 Other closed-loop awareness control solutions are
1060 based on explicit feedback. In this case, vehicles inform

1061 each other about the correct reception of messages at a

1062 certain distance. Using this explicit information, vehicles

1063 can decide whether they should increase or decrease their

1064 transmission power and/or packet generation rate. For

1065 example, the work in [35] includes the target range of the

1066 packet, and the IDs of the nodes from which a message was

1067 successfully received when their separation distance was
1068 larger than the target range, as extra information in the

1069 beacon’s header. When a vehicle receives more than N
1070 beacons containing its ID, it decreases its transmission

1071 power, since at least N vehicles beyond the target range are

1072 receiving its broadcast messages. This type of closed-loop

1073 technique depends heavily on the correct reception of a

1074 beacon to adequately adapt its operational parameters. As a

1075 result, if some of these messages are not correctly received,
1076 for example due to packet collisions under high traffic

1077 densities, the vehicles can incorrectly increase their trans-

1078 mission power and augment packet collisions.

1079 The accuracy or precision of the awareness information

1080 received from surrounding nodes is also analysed in

1081 different protocols proposed in the literature. A represen-

1082 tative example is reported in [16], where the authors

1083 propose an open-loop approach through which the packet
1084 generation rate is dynamically adapted to bound the

1085 tracking errors of surrounding vehicles. To this end, a new

1086 packet is transmitted by a vehicle only when its movement

1087 changes (speed, heading, etc.). In this case, the authors

1088 propose that each of these packets be retransmitted several

1089 times to ensure its reception by surrounding vehicles,

1090 which results in a decrease of the tracking error in realistic

1091 propagation environments, at the expense of increasing
1092 the channel load. In fact, as shown in [36], the increase of

1093 the packet generation rate can augment the probability of

1094 successfully receiving a packet at the target distance within

1095 the required time window, as long as the channel load is

1096 maintained at reasonable levels. In particular, the work

1097 reported in [36] proposes the rapid rebroadcasting of each

1098 packet during its lifetime to increase its probability of

1099reception, extending the work presented in [28]. To this

1100aim, various rebroadcasting schemes are proposed based

1101on different open-loop strategies: synchronous and asyn-

1102chronous designs, repetition with and without carrier

1103sensing, fixed number, and p-persistent repetition. A dif-

1104ferent perspective is reported in [37] with regard to the

1105accuracy of the awareness information required by each
1106vehicle. The work in [37] considers that the packet genera-

1107tion rate should depend on each vehicle’s mobility charac-

1108teristics, and those of the vehicles surrounding it, as well as

1109the traffic context/situation. In particular, the authors

1110propose the use of situation-adaptive beaconing to achieve

1111adequate levels of accuracy or updated awareness infor-

1112mation received from neighboring vehicles.

1113B. Contribution
1114The consideration of application requirements in the

1115design of awareness control protocols for cooperative ve-
1116hicular systems is particularly important due to the critical

1117nature of safety applications. A basic application-driven

1118awareness control approach is summarized in Fig. 6. Its

1119operation is based on each vehicle’s application require-

1120ments. As an example, in the case of an intersection colli-

1121sion warning application, the requirements would

1122correspond to the minimum distance to the intersection

1123at which two potentially colliding vehicles need to ex-
1124change a message to alert the driver with sufficient time to

1125avoid the accident. Since such requirements depend

1126heavily on the vehicles’ position, speed and acceleration,

1127each vehicle would need to continuously adapt its appli-

1128cation requirements based on its positioning and move-

1129ment information. Once the application requirements

1130have been updated, each vehicle will accordingly modify

1131its communications parameters (e.g. transmission power
1132and packet generation rate) to satisfy them with certain

1133reliability imposed by the application ðpappÞ. The adapta-

1134tion of the communications parameters could be based on

1135some of the protocols and algorithms described in the

1136previous section. While this basic approach could satisfy

1137the required vehicle’s awareness level, the following sec-

1138tions describe two application-driven awareness control

Fig. 6. Basic application-driven awareness control approach.
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1139 approaches aimed at further improving the communica-

1140 tions efficiency through the use of geographic and traffic

1141 context information.

1142 1) Geo-Opportunistic Approach: OPRAM [30] is an ex-

1143 ample of an application-driven awareness control tech-

1144 nique aimed at efficiently adapting each vehicle’s

1145 communications parameters (transmission power and
1146 packet generation rate) to guarantee the transmission

1147 range and reliability requirements imposed by traffic

1148 applications. To further improve the efficiency of the

1149 basic awareness control approach previously discussed,

1150 OPRAM proposes a geo-opportunistic approach that

1151 makes use of the geographic positioning and the knowl-

1152 edge of potentially critical safety areas. To illustrate its

1153 operation and benefits, an intersection collision warning
1154 application is considered here. However, OPRAM’s opera-

1155 tion could be easilly adapted to other applications such as

1156 cooperative merging assistance and left turn assistance

1157 applications.

1158 Intersection collision warning applications in urban

1159 intersections represent one of the most challenging sce-

1160 narios for awareness control protocols due to the strict

1161 traffic safety application requirements and the challenging
1162 nonline-of-sight propagation conditions. In a typical

1163 intersection scenario, two approaching vehicles A and B

1164 might collide at the intersection due to the driver’s lack of

1165 attention, wrong/hidden traffic signals, or any other reason

1166 that could provoke the accident despite the driver’s ability

1167 and perception capabilities (see Fig. 7). To detect each

1168 other’s presence, the two vehicles periodically broadcast

1169 beacon messages. The intersection collision warning
1170 application requires that both vehicles exchange at least

1171 one packet before the critical distance ðCDÞ. The CD
1172 distance is the minimum distance to the intersection at

1173 which a vehicle needs to receive a broadcast message from

1174 a the potentially colliding vehicle to alert the driver of a

1175 potential road danger with sufficient time to react, and

1176stop before reaching the intersection. The CD distance
1177typically depends on the vehicle’s speed, the driver’s

1178reaction time and the vehicle’s emergency deceleration.

1179The presence of buildings may require the use of high

1180transmission power levels and/or packet generation rates

1181to guarantee the communication between the two vehicles

1182before the target distance CD, and hence avoid the

1183potential accident. However, the constant use of high

1184transmission powers and rates by multiple vehicles could
1185create channel congestion, and increase the system’s

1186instability. To reduce the channel load while satisfying the

1187application requirements, OPRAM is designed to dynam-

1188ically increase the transmission power and packet rate of

1189each vehicle only in a small region before CD, called the

1190Algorithm Region ðARÞ, as illustrated in Fig. 7. With this

1191geo-opportunistic increase, OPRAM aims to guarantee

1192with high probability the correct reception of at least one
1193packet from a potentially colliding vehicle before reaching

1194CD, while minimizing the overall channel load. Outside

1195AR, OPRAM operates with a low transmission power,

1196sufficient to communicate with the vehicles moving along

1197the same street in line-of-sight propagation conditions.

1198The definition of the AR region allows OPRAM to adapt its

1199communication parameters only when approaching a

1200critical safety area, such as an intersection, lane merging
1201zones, entrance ramps, blind curves, etc.

1202To define the operation of the OPRAM mechanism, we

1203consider that each vehicle transmits NT broadcast packets

1204in AR. Avoiding the intersection collision requires that at

1205least one of these packets is correctly exchanged with high

1206probability before CD. Considering the challenging and

1207probabilistic radio propagation conditions, OPRAM has

1208been configured to successfully receive at least one of these
1209messages from a potentially colliding vehicle before reach-

1210ing CD in 99% of the cases ðpappA ¼ pappB ¼ 0:99Þ. An

1211intersection collision could be avoided if at least one of the

1212two vehicles receives a broadcast message with sufficient

1213time to react. If we assume that the success of transmission

1214from vehicle A to vehicle B is independent of the success of

1215transmission from B to A, the overall application’s reli-

1216ability could be then papp ¼ 1 � ð1 � pappAÞð1 � pappBÞ ¼
12170:9999. However, it is important to note that such full

1218independence is difficult to achieve despite the potentially

1219different interference conditions experienced by each ve-

1220hicle, and the different obstacles present in their respective

1221local environments. To reach the target reliability, OPRAM

1222initially considers that the probability that a single packet

1223will be successfully received by the potentially colliding

1224vehicle pe is constant and independent in AR. Having
1225defined NT and each vehicle’s application reliability, such

1226pe probability can be calculated through a Binomial distri-

1227bution constructed by NT Bernoully experiments [30].

1228To dynamically calculate the required transmission

1229power level for each of the NT packets transmitted in AR,

1230the initial OPRAM implementation considers an open-loop

1231approach, based on propagation models obtained through

Fig. 7. OPRAM operation in intersection scenarios.
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1232 empirical radio channel measurements conducted under
1233 the European WINNER project [38]. In particular,

1234 OPRAM computes the transmission power for each of

1235 the NT packets based on the current distance to the inter-

1236 section, and the path loss, shadowing and multipath fading

1237 propagation effects.2 The transmission power is then

1238 selected so that each of the NT packets transmitted within

1239 AR is received with a probability pe. This will ensure that at

1240 least one of the NT transmitted packets will be correctly
1241 received with probability pappA (or pappB). It is interesting

1242 to note that the increase of NT reduces the required pe and

1243 the consequent required transmission power levels for a

1244 given application reliability.

1245 Under realistic operating conditions, the probability of

1246 packet reception from a potentially colliding vehicle would

1247 depend not only on the radio channel propagation effects,

1248 but also on the channel load, and consequent packet colli-
1249 sions. Packet collisions reduce the probability of packet

1250 reception pe, and hence decrease the application’s reli-

1251 ability. The work in [39] proposed two different packet

1252 collisions compensation techniques. These techniques are

1253 based on the evaluation of the experienced channel load,

1254 and the consequent adaptation of each vehicle’s transmis-

1255 sion power or packet generation rate in AR to combat the

1256 negative effect of packet collisions on the OPRAM perfor-
1257 mance. With these compensaiton policies, OPRAM could

1258 therefore be extended to follow a closed-loop approach

1259 based on the feedback received from neighbouring

1260 vehicles.

1261 The OPRAM technique was initially designed consider-

1262 ing that the NT transmitted messages are received inde-

1263 pendently. However, such independence cannot be

1264 guaranteed under correlated radio channel conditions. Al-
1265 though such correlation effects can be simplified for

1266 certain system level investigations, their impact on the

1267 instantaneous performance of cooperative vehicular sys-

1268 tems cannot be neglected, in particular for critical traffic

1269 safety applications. In this context, the work in [40] pro-

1270 poses and evaluates various compensation policies that can

1271 efficiently overcome the negative communication effects

1272 caused by the radio channel correlation.
1273 For the scenario illustrated in Fig. 7, Fig. 8 depicts

1274 the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the dis-

1275 tance to the intersection at which the first message from

1276 a potentially colliding vehicle is received, considering

1277 the use of OPRAM and the constant transmission power

1278 level ðPt ¼ 2 WÞ needed to ensure the same applica-

1279 tion’s reliability under the same operating conditions. As

1280 it can be observed, using OPRAM3 or a 2 W fixed
1281 transmission power can guarantee that at least one

1282 message is exchanged before CD with the target reli-

1283 ability. However, as demonstrated in [41], the application

1284 of OPRAM at a system scale results in a more efficient

1285use of the radio channel, since it is able to considerably

1286reduce the channel load (by nearly 70%), while gua-

1287ranteeing the awareness level needed to ensure the same

1288application reliability as with fixed transmission power
1289policies.

12902) Traffic Contextual Approach: The previous subsection

1291illustrated the benefits of enhancing basic application-

1292driven awareness control approaches through the use of

1293geographical information. This subsection is aimed at de-

1294monstrating that the operation of basic awareness control

1295techniques can also be improved through the use of traffic
1296context information. To this end, a lane change assistance

1297application in highway scenarios was considered. This

1298application informs the driver about whether a potential

1299lane change maneuver can be performed in a safe way or

1300not based on the proximity of other vehicles. Such proxi-

1301mity can be detected through the reception of broadcast

1302messages transmitted by neighboring vehicles. Following

2For details on the calculation methodology, please see [30].
3The same OPRAM performance is achieved for different NT values.

Fig. 8. CDF of the distance to the intersection at which the first

message from a potentially colliding vehicle is received.

Fig. 9. Lane change assistance application. (a) Scenario. (b) Traffic

contextual information.
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1303 the illustration in Fig. 9(a), vehicle B would consider its
1304 lane change unsafe if another vehicle A was approaching

1305 on the left lane and they were closer than a certain dis-

1306 tance Dw (Warning Distance). Dw represents the minimum

1307 separation distance between the two vehicles allowing

1308 vehicle B to change lane without making vehicle A reduce

1309 its speed, and can be computed as

Dw ¼ � 1

2

ðvB � vAÞ2

aA � aB
þ L þ Ds (1)

1310 where vA and vB represent the vehicles speed in m/s, aA and

1311 aB their acceleration in m/s2, L is the vehicle length in m,

1312 and Ds is the safety distance. It is important to note that

1313 neither of the two vehicles knows the speed of the other
1314 vehicle before receiving its first message. Consequently,

1315 they need to assume the worst case scenario in terms of

1316 speed to calculate their respective Dw. This corresponds to

1317 vehicle A calculating Dw considering that vehicle B is

1318 moving at the minimum speed allowed on the road, and it

1319 has the lowest possible acceleration in the overtaking

1320 maneuver (vB ¼ vmin, aB ¼ amin ¼ 1 m/s2). Vehicle B will

1321 consider that vehicle A is moving at the maximum constant
1322 speed allowed on the road (vA ¼ vmax, aA ¼ 0 m/s2). This

1323 results in different Dw distances for vehicles with different

1324 driving context situations. It is interesting to note that

1325 vehicles with a speed outside the ðvmax; vminÞ limits could

1326 be configured to transmit with a higher transmission

1327 power to warn surrounding vehicles with enough time for

1328 the driver to avoid dangerous situations. Since only a few

1329 vehicles would be driving with a speed outside the limits,
1330 this results in a more efficient use of the radio channel

1331 than considering all vehicles calculating Dw based on

1332 speeds higher than vmax or lower than vmin.

1333 Based on the proposed application and previous defi-

1334 nitions, Dw is the minimum distance at which vehicles A

1335 and B would need to communicate to avoid a dangerous

1336 situation. As a result, Dw represents the application re-

1337 quirement according on the basic application-driven
1338 awareness control approach previously described. Follow-

1339 ing this basic approach, each vehicle autonomously adapts

1340 Dw based on its own vehicular speed. The transmission

1341 power is accordingly adapted to satisfy the target

1342 reliability following the OPRAM transmission power

1343 estimation methodology. In this case, the application

1344 reliability has been defined as the probability of receiving

1345 at least one broadcast message before Dw and during a
1346 given time window TWindow (see Fig. 9(a), where the

1347 TWindow is mapped to the DWindow distance following

1348 the vehicle’s speed). To combat the negative effects of

1349 packet collisions and radio channel correlation, the

1350 compensation policies proposed in [39] and [40] could

1351 be considered. However, reduced correlation levels have

1352 been observed in highway scenarios [42], and the channel

1353correlation compensation techniques have not been

1354required in this case. Following this basic approach, each

1355vehicle is able to autonomously and dynamically configure

1356its transmission power to the minimum value that satisfies

1357the application reliability.

1358Considering a highway scenario with six lanes, the

1359combination of transmission power and packet generation

1360rate that allows meeting the application requirements
1361with the target reliability is illustrated in Fig. 10. In

1362particular, the transmission power levels shown in this

1363figure correspond to the vehicles experiencing the highest

1364Dw, i.e., vehicles moving at vmax ¼ 120 km/h and

1365vmin ¼ 60 km/h. In this case, the application’s reliability

1366for each vehicle has been set to pappA ¼ pappB ¼ 0:99. In

1367this scenario, the multipath fading effect has been

1368modeled by a Nakagami model, following the observations
1369for highway scenarios in [42]. As shown in this figure,

1370when increasing the packet generation rate, the trans-

1371mission power can be decreased to maintain the same

1372application reliability.

1373To reduce the channel load and unnecessary interfer-

1374ence, the described basic awareness control approach can

1375be improved through the use of traffic context information

1376following a closed-loop approach. To this end, each vehicle
1377could utilize the specific positions of neighbouring vehi-

1378cles to reconfigure its application requirements and the

1379resulting transmission parameters. An example of the use

1380of traffic context information for the lane change assis-

1381tance application is illustrated in Fig. 9(b). Considering

1382the previously explained approach, vehicle A would broad-

1383cast its beacon message at its DwA distance. However, if

1384vehicle A is aware of the presence of vehicle D through the
1385reception of one of its beacon messages, it can assume that

1386vehicle B would have been informed by vehicle D that it

1387cannot conduct a lane-change maneuver. As a result, if

Fig. 10. Communications configurations that satisfy the application

requirements with the target reliability (Dw and pappA ¼ pappB ¼ 0:99),

considering a traffic density of 15 vehicles/km/lane.
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1388 vehicle D is located at a distance lower than DwA from

1389 vehicle A, then vehicle A does not need to transmit with

1390 the power level required to guarantee papp at DwA. In this
1391 context, vehicle A can reduce its transmission power to

1392 that needed to communicate with vehicle D, located at a

1393 distance Df from vehicle A [see Fig. 9(b)]. Consequently,

1394 each vehicle can configure its transmission parameters

1395 based on the minimum of the Dw and Df distances. This

1396 results in vehicle A configuring its transmission power to

1397 directly communicate with vehicle B only when there is no

1398 vehicle D in the same lane ahead located at Df G Dw.
1399 Therefore, the use of traffic context information obtained

1400 through the periodic exchange of broadcast messages

1401 allows the reduction of unnecessary interference and

1402 limits the channel load with respect to a basic approach.

1403 Fig. 11 shows the average channel busy time for the basic
1404 and traffic contextual approaches previously described. The

1405 results shown in the figure have been obtained for a highway

1406 scenario with six lanes, different traffic densities (D1 ¼ 7:2,
1407 D2 ¼ 9:6, and D3 ¼ 14:4 veh/km/lane) and packet gener-

1408 ation rates of 2 Hz and 10 Hz. It is important to note that all

1409 the configurations reported in this figure were able to satisfy

1410 the target application’s reliability. As it can be observed, the

1411 traffic contextual extension of awareness control policies can

1412 significantly reduce the channel load (more than 50% in

1413 some cases) while guaranteeing the application require-

1414 ments. The obtained results also demonstrate that the
1415 reduction of the packet generation rate can also decrease the

1416 channel load generated, despite the fact that it would

1417 require a higher transmission power to meet the application

1418 requirements (see Fig. 10).

1419 VI. OUTLOOK

1420 The design of future cooperative vehicular systems could

1421 certainly require the joint consideration of congestion and

1422awareness control protocols. Under certain conditions, the
1423congestion control limitations could prevent the proper

1424function of multiple applications running on neighboring

1425vehicles. This could arise in scenarios such as the one

1426illustrated in Fig. 1. In this scenario, the requirements of

1427the lane change assistance application run by the vehicles

1428under free flow conditions would be notably different from

1429the requirements of the applications run by the vehicles in

1430the traffic jam. While awareness control protocols would
1431adapt each vehicle’s communications parameters to effi-

1432ciently satisfy their individual requirements, congestion

1433control protocols would limit the channel load generated,

1434given the high density of vehicles in the scenario. As a

1435result, the requirements of all the different applications

1436might not be simultaneously satisfied. This example indi-

1437cates the obvious challenge of how to integrate both con-

1438trol aspects into one system, in particular if the selected
1439actions and adjustments are contradictory. The fundamen-

1440tally different objectives lead to the issue that a joint

1441realization might be difficult to realize or even mutually

1442exclusive. One potential approach to address this problem

1443is based on the use of additional policies to prioritize

1444among different applications and control the amount of

1445information sent to the wireless channel. An example of

1446this type of policy was proposed in [43], based on
1447application-specific utility functions and a prioritization

1448and rescheduling technique.

1449In addition to the joint consideration of congestion

1450and awareness control, future cooperative vehicles might

1451need to run different applications simultaneously. As a

1452result, they should be able to simultaneously support

1453potentially different (and maybe contrary) communica-

1454tion and application requirements. How to efficiently
1455satisfy these requirements while efficiently using the

1456communications channel is a challenging aspect that

1457would need to be carefully investigated in the coming

1458years. Considering only safety applications for illustration

1459purposes, these applications might need to detect or

1460monitor neighboring vehicles in the various safety areas

1461shown in Fig. 12. For the example shown in this figure,

1462vehicle A might need to simultaneously run a cooperative
1463forward collision warning (CFCW) application with

1464vehicle B, and an overtaking vehicle warning (OVW)

1465application with vehicle C [27]. In this context, vehicle A

1466would experience a very different relative speed with

1467vehicles B and C due to their opposite directions. This

1468would result in very different warning distances and

Fig. 11. Channel busy time for the communications configuration

that satisfy the application requirements with the target reliability

(Dw and pappA ¼ pappB ¼ 0:99), considering a payload of 500 Bytes.

(a) 2 Hz and (b) 10 Hz.

Fig. 12. Multi-application scenarios.
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1469 communications settings for the two simultaneous

1470 applications run by vehicle A.

1471 In this context, it is also worth highlighting the neces-

1472 sity of jointly taking into account the requirements of

1473 safety and nonsafety applications. For example, consider-

1474 ing only the requirements of traffic safety applications in
1475 the design of awareness control protocols could compro-

1476 mise the connectivity requirements of nonsafety applica-

1477 tions employing multihop transmissions. This example can

1478 be illustrated with the highway scenario considered in

1479 Section V-B2. In this scenario, the vehicles adapt their

1480 communication parameters to support the lane change

1481 assistance application. As demonstrated in Section V-B2,

1482 the use of a traffic contextual approach satisfying the safety
1483 requirements can reduce the risk of channel congestion.

1484 However, the decrease of the transmission power without

1485 considering the requirements of other applications could

1486 compromise, for example, the connectivity requirements.

1487 This effect can be observed in Fig. 13. This figure shows the

1488 minimum number of neighboring vehicles that each vehi-

1489 cle has in its neighbor list 99% of the time. The results

1490 shown in this figure correspond to the basic application-
1491 driven awareness control technique previously explained

1492 and its traffic contextual adaptation. Following [44], a

1493 vehicle is removed from another vehicle’s neighbor list

1494after 5 s without receiving any 1-hop broadcast packet
1495from it. As it can be observed, the use of a contextual

1496approach to reduce the risk of channel congestion reduces

1497the number of neighboring vehicles, which could

1498compromise the connectivity requirements of the different

1499vehicles.

1500To efficiently support various simultaneous applica-

1501tions, each vehicle should dynamically define the mini-

1502mum communications parameters (e.g., transmission
1503power and packet generation rate) that are able to satisfy

1504the requirements of each application, following the

1505awareness control proposals discussed in this paper.

1506Then, the communication requirements should be

1507efficiently and safely combined to minimize the channel

1508load generated and satisfy the requirements of all the

1509different applications. To this end, the definition of a

1510communications adaptation layer (CAL) would be needed,
1511and its operation could be as follows. Assume that all

1512applications require the same information to be sent/

1513received in the periodic broadcast packets transmitted in

1514the communications channel. Let us further assume that a

1515given vehicle is running N applications, each of them with

1516communication requirements Pti (transmission power)

1517and Ri (packet generation rate), with 1 � i � N. To satisfy

1518the Ri requirements of the different applications, the total
1519number of packets transmitted per second by this vehicle

1520would be:

R ¼ maxðR1; R2; . . . ; RNÞ:

1521To satisfy the Pti requirements of the different appli-

1522cations, these applications should first be ordered as a

1523function of their transmission power requirements so that

1524Pt1 � Pt2 � . . . � PtN. Then, the transmission power of

1525the R packets transmitted per second could be distributed

1526as indicated in Table 2, so that at least Ri packets per

1527second are transmitted with a transmission power equal
1528or higher than Pti. An example of the operation of the

1529CAL is provided in Fig. 14, where three applications are

1530being run by a vehicle, and each of them has different

1531transmission power and packet generation rate require-

1532ments. Following the proposed adaptation, R ¼ 5 packets

1533would need to be transmitted per second to satisfy the

Fig. 13. Minimum number of neighboring vehicles detected during

99% of the time for the communications configuration that satisfies

the established application reliability pappA ¼ pappB ¼ 0:99,

considering a payload of 500 Bytes. (a) 2 Hz and (b) 10 Hz.

Table 2 Communications Adaptation Layer Configuration for Multi-Application Scenarios
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1535 packet generation rate. Two of these packets would need

1536 to be transmitted with at least 20 dBm to satisfy appli-

1537 cation 1, three packets with at least 10 dBm to satisfy

1538 application 2, and five packets with at least 6 dBm to

1539 satisfy application 3.

1540 Although this example clearly shows that the consid-

1541 eration of a CAL is certainly more efficient than treating
1542 each application separately, it also highlights the need for

1543 further research investigating optimization approaches to

1544 address multi-application scenarios. For example, consid-

1545 ering the example shown in Fig. 14, the communications

1546 settings could be redefined if transmitting five packets

1547 with just 6 dBm could directly satisfy the requirements of

1548 applications 1 and 2. This would reduce the channel load

1549 and increase the system capacity with respect to the
1550 solution discussed in the figure. In addition, the proposed

1551 CAL should be designed considering its interaction with

1552 the contribution from [45], which proposes to combine

1553 the information to be transmitted by different applica-

1554 tions to reduce the channel load generated by each

1555 vehicle. This contribution focused on the payload of

1556 different application messages, but not on the configu-

1557 ration of the communication resources. The efficient
1558 combination of the required transmission parameters and

1559 the information to be transmitted by the different

1560 applications could then be part of the optimization of

1561 the proposed adaptation layer. The integration of all

1562 these multi-application considerations constitutes an

1563 interesting and open research field that should be

1564 addressed by the cooperative vehicular systems research

1565 community.

1566VII. CONCLUSION

1567Congestion and awareness control techniques represent

1568relevant building blocks in cooperative vehicular commu-
1569nications, since they are essential mechanisms to ensure

1570the stable and reliable operation of communications sys-

1571tem, while efficiently using the limited channel band-

1572width. This paper has presented a unified view of the

1573underlying control issues, and has also clarified the differ-

1574ent perspectives that congestion control and awareness

1575control proposals have taken in the past. Different ap-

1576proaches such as D-FPAV and OPRAM served as specific
1577examples for congestion control and awareness control,

1578respectively.

1579When drawing conclusions from the survey of options

1580we have presented, one should differentiate between a

1581first-stage deployment and full and wide deployment. To

1582get a Bfirst generation[ of cooperative vehicular commu-

1583nications deployed, it might be helpful to assume a small set

1584of different application classes. In this case, congestion
1585control is well understood, and relatively simple methods

1586like the reactive approaches based on distributed informa-

1587tion about the currently used transmit parameters and

1588channel congestion, provide a good performance versus

1589complexity tradeoff somewhat similar to overprovisioning

1590strategies in other networks. The design of awareness con-

1591trol policies could also be simplified and an individual

1592application approach could be feasible. A full-scale deploy-
1593ment in large and multi-application scenarios might re-

1594quire the use of advanced congestion and awareness control

1595policies. However, tackling joint congestion control and

1596awareness control can be highly complex, in consideration

1597of the different and possibly contradicting requirements of

1598the vehicles involved. In this context, advances in informa-

1599tion theory for local broadcast networks as well as applica-

1600tion of operations research techniques, for example, game
1601theory, might help as foundations for a theory of optimal

1602communications setting in cooperative vehicular systems:

1603an information theory for local broadcast networks could

1604define what exactly is possible in these types of networks

1605from a local broadcast capacity point of view, while the

1606operations research related treatment could help in dealing

1607with contradicting system and application requirements.

1608Finally, the issue of congestion control and awareness
1609control depends heavily on allocated frequency bands,

1610medium access control techniques, and available technol-

1611ogy, and will definitely have to be revised with regulatory

1612and technical advances. h
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